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Centralized and structured storage of 
PVAs and their timelines, obligations, 
and roles simplifies finding and 
interpreting PVAs to meet regulatory 

requirements.

Bring your PV 
agreements to life.

Oversee compliance with terms and 
timelines, track quality and view 
metrics across global PVAs.

Monitor Timelines

Support contract authoring, manage 
PV Agreement templates, reviews, 
approvals, versioning and retirement.

Manage Life-cycle

Capture delegated activities in a 
structured database for instant access 
into status and terms.

Oversee Delegated PV

Exchange safety documents with 
partners in a shared platform and 
report on partner compliance.

Exchange Documents

Pharmaceutical companies have large volumes of PV Agreements with varying terms and little structure to manage 
them: this all adds up to a lot of passive and manual work. Orbit drives activities through structured and automated 
workflows, helping teams clarify expectations and ultimately foster harmonious and inspection-ready business 
relationships.

Centralized PVA & SDEA Management
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Reduce manual work around PVA management with 
automated workflows, reminders, and oversight.

Simplify complex processes
03

Derive PVA compliance from Orbit’s cross-functional 
trackers to create a complete picture of partnerships.

Share cross-functional work
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Identify non-compliant partners and high-risk 
processes before inspections occur.

Leverage global insights
01

Big picture partnership oversight

The industry is moving to a decentralized model for managing post-marketing safety obligations across processes, 
including Adverse Event Reporting, Aggregate Safety Reporting, Risk Management, Signaling and more. This makes 
a cross-functional tool to monitor compliance more important than ever.

From simple data capture through complex 
workflows and access rights, Orbit promises to 
change the way your company approaches 
workflow management.

For over 40 years, Feith has been committed to 
providing the most intuitive, versatile, user- 
friendly next generation solutions to highly 
regulated industries.

About Orbit & FeithOrbit is a true cross-
functional platform where
safety teams can monitor
partners across ICSR
reporting, Periodics, RMPs,
Signaling and more. 


